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Quiz 8

Truth or 🐮💩

1. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

2. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

3. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

4. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

5. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

6. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

7. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

8. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

9. ☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

10.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

11.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

12.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

13.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

14.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

15.☐✔️ or  ☐🐮💩

1. Sharing mascara is the most common way people pass on eye infections like pinkeye

2. The expression 'hoity-toity' comes from the French words haut toit, meaning 'high roof’

3. The US/Canada border is the longest border in the World without a military defense

4. A camel can survive without water longer than any other mammal

5. A goldfish named Tish lived to be 43 years old, making it the oldest goldfish ever

6. Pumpkins infected with the 'Squash Mosaic Comovirus' can cause people to suffocate on their fumes

when cut open

7. Grapes explode when you put them in the microwave

8. The first bomb that the Allies dropped on Berlin in World War II killed the only elephant in Berlin

Zoo

9. Tiger Shark embryos fight each other in their mothers womb. The survivor is born

10. All your tastebuds are on your tongue

11. The longest mustache ever recorded was 14 feet long

12. Lions purr like cats

13. Months that begin on a Sunday will always have a Friday the 13th

14. Catherine the Great of Russia was killed when she was crushed by a horses

15. In Paraguay, dueling is still legal - as long as both parties are blood donor
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Quiz 8

Truth or 🐮💩

1. Truth

2. 🐮💩

3. Truth

4. 🐮💩

5. Truth

6. 🐮💩

7. Truth

8. 🐮💩

9. Truth

10.🐮💩

11.Truth

12.🐮💩

13.Truth

14.🐮💩

15.Truth
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